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Transnational turn and national models of higher education -- Case Finland

Abstract

The purpose of the article is to problematize the relationship between the Nordic democratic public higher education tradition and transnational market driven knowledge economy policies. The article illustrates this development with two cases -- quality assurance and internationalisation policies -- where external demands, based mostly on market ideologies, have been introduced with apparently transnational incentives but having national implementations. These transnational pressures are related to a kind of soft governance of higher education policy, characterized by networked decision making and use of expert consultants, which possibly promotes flexible decision-making and efficiency, but may simultaneously produce adverse outcomes to transparent and democratic decision-making.
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1. Transnational trends and Nordic reactions

   The Nordic countries share a particular policy based on the idea of welfare society, social values, trust and a Nordic type of democracy (Jacobsson & Lægreid & Pedersen, 2003). Nordic countries are, according to many studies, high trust countries which are characterized by ethnic homogeneity, Protestant religious traditions, good government, wealth, and income equality (Delhey & Newton, 2005).

   Nordic higher education policy has traditionally complied with this ideology. Universities in the Nordic countries have been funded and controlled by the state and they have been tuition-free. Economic equity in Nordic higher education has not only been a value-based pattern, but also
efficient and effective tool in labour, economy and social policies. Highly educated labour force promotes developments of the national economy and a stable and safe society with active and equal and active citizenship. For example, according to Jalava (2012), higher education in Finland has promoted the economy, well-being and opportunities for social mobility and, in addition, universities have been arenas for active political citizenship from the end of 60’s to late 70’s, during the expansion of universities and the related funding increase.

However, higher education policy in the Nordic countries has been changing in 2000’s in ways that have conflicted with the Nordic political ideology to some extent. This transformation of higher education policy is related to many intersecting global tendencies, which are in turn reflected into national and local circumstances. The current environment of higher education is characterized by public funding crisis and related changes in university governance, massification of higher education, global markets of intellectual capital, transnational and national competition for funding, prestige and students, intergovernmental higher education policy and related assessment methods and control measures. All these developments have lead to an “outsourcing” of higher education policy, characterized by an acknowledgement of the multiple interest groups by enforcing policy network, de-politicizing questions on higher education (see Saarinen & Pöyhönen, 2009), and promoting decision making outside the Parliament by using methods of open consultation and crowdsourcing (see for instance Aitamurto 2012).

With these tendencies, doubts have been cast on sustainability of the qualities in higher education in Nordic countries as regards to economic equity, well-being and opportunities for social mobility. For instance in Finland, trust in the academic community has, until the recent legislative reform of 2010 (see Rinne & al. in this issue) clearly formed the basis for organizing universities, as university management has been based on disciplinary and collegial practices, the bulk of power admittedly having rested on the professorial and other research and teaching staff. In recent studies, however, Finnish academic staff has shown concern about losing their opportunities for active
political citizenship in universities under new policy, governance and funding sources. (See Rinne & al., 2012.)

Our article focuses on this nexus of the Nordic democratic public higher education tradition and the transnational market driven knowledge economy policies. We look into whether and how this transnational trend of marketisation and soft governance is realised or becomes visible on the national level, and how it is being reacted to in a national setting. How has Finnish higher education reacted to the transnational tendencies of marketization and outsourcing of higher education policy? What is the position of “the national” in transnational higher education policies? What are the dynamics that influence the position of the national system?

We use Finland as an example of how Nordic higher education institutions have reacted to intersecting national and transnational tendencies on new modes of governance methods, funding organization, competition and marketization. First, we discuss internationalisation (border crossing activities between national systems; Teichler, 2004), globalization (border crossing activities between blurred national systems; Teichler, 2004) and transnationalisation (“integrated arrangements transcending relations between state actors”; Beerkens 2004, 15). We take as a starting point a theoretical discussion on global economy to provide an extensive perspective for our study. The discussion then leads us to the crucial tendencies, which currently change the landscape of higher education in Nordic countries.

We approach our question via two cases which are based on our previous and current individual research projects: quality assurance policies on one hand, as an example of an explicit and penetrating policy particularly in Europe (Haapakorpi, 2011; Haapakorpi & al., 2013 ), and language policy on the other hand, as an example of a more implicit policy that appears in context with internationalisation and knowledge society policy discourses (Saarinen forthcoming; Saarinen & Nikula, 2013; Saarinen & Taalas, forthcoming).
While the issue at hand concentrates on Finland as one example of the Nordic welfare nation states, the approach of focusing on multi-sited higher education language policies is by no means limited to that geographical context: similar trends are seen in all globalizing Western countries.

2. Domestication of global tendencies -- reshaping national higher education policy in Nordic countries

It has been claimed that with increased globalization, the role of nation states would diminish. However, even from the perspective of economic globalization, this might not totally be the case. Dani Rodrik (2011) has proposed that (economic) globalization has, probably against earlier expectations (and fears even), in fact strengthened the need for strong national systems. Unregulated globalisation of the world economy is related to many socially and economically unfair and damaging tendencies, but, according to Rodrik, it also damages transnational commerce in the long run (Rodrik, 2011, pp. 200-220). Simultaneously, however, it creates a need for a nation state that promotes rigid economic rules and in some ways chokes democratic decision making. Establishing international agencies to control and negotiate rules for the global economy is not based on citizenry but on interest groups and fragmented and casual groups of citizens (Rodrik, 2011, pp. 190-202). To preserve an option for democratic decision-making at national level, national sovereignty would need to be protected (Rodrik, 2011, pp. 70-75).

Many of these tendencies are easily recognised in higher education. The weight of national higher education policy has changed with the global tendencies, but this does not necessarily mean that the nation state would have no role in higher education. Because of the current funding crisis and earlier changes in funding patterns of publicly funded universities, non-public funding is becoming more common. While Nordic countries still recognize the national role of the higher
education system in providing tuition to fulfil national needs, the principle of tuition-free education is not necessarily taken for granted anymore. Furthermore, the legal status and position of universities have changed in every Nordic country and the reform of governance has transformed their relations to the state and other governing agencies (Ikenberry, 2009; Rinne & al., 2012).

What, then, about the role of nation state in globalization? Universities as institutions have been defined both as intensely international and inherently national. This is a cliché much like the uncritical assumption of globalization abolishing the need and space for nation states. Universities are international in as much as their knowledge base is international: scientific disciplines and research have an international (or at least universal) basis (see Clark 1983 for a discussion on the fundamentals of disciplines). Organisationally, and with regard to their educational role, on the other hand, universities have been strongly national institutions with a role in nation building particularly in the first half of the 19th century, as first periods of massification of higher education in the 1800s broke the academic independence of universities and tied them more closely to the nation states and their knowledge and labour market needs (Scott, 2011; Jalava, 2012). In other words, universities are as much results of their disciplinary internationalisation as their organisational nationalism. While some of the formal and informal decision making powers have been shifted to international actors, as witnessed by Pan-European degree reforms and research co-operation, the nation state still holds a distinct role in higher education political decision making (Saarinen, 2008), particularly when it comes to national educational provision. As Marginson (2006) suggests, national and global can be seen as “distinct zones of competition”.

With the transnational turn, ideologies and policies have been spread and implemented that have challenged the Nordic political and cultural model based on economic equity and transparent democracy. In higher education, free and equal access to education and university management based on academics’ decision-making have in recent years been questioned with arguments of transnational competition, decreasing funding and needs to comply with international standards.
Higher education policy tends to be outsourced to external, soft (Kallo 2009) and networked actors, lessening the power of formal national decision making based on political debates and discussions on values and preferences (see Saarinen & Pöyhönen, 2009; Veiga & Amaral, 2006). Some examples of this are the Open Method of Coordination (Kröger, 2009; see also Krejsler et al. in this issue.), open consultation, networked policy making (Ball, 2012) and other forms of governance; in short, a lessening of hierarchical, formal, top down governing. These practices, while adopting tools like benchmarking and adoption of “best practices”, simultaneously de-politicise policy making either by transferring political decision making power to external actors like experts groups, or by presenting these forms of governance as neutral and rational instruments, devoid of political interests. For example, the Bologna goals were gradually agreed on by networks of agents of higher education management, experts, interest groups and policy makers (Veiga & Amaral, 2006), and then imported in national systems. Taking up transnational policy models may appear effective when problems or goals are dealt with individually, one at a time, without regard for their intertwined nature. However, higher education goals and problems are inexplicably linked with other policies and challenges in the same or other sectors and, instead of focusing on single measures, extensive policy is needed (Veiga & Amaral, 2006). This method may promote participation opportunities, but may simultaneously make the policy process more obscure, as it pushes the boundaries of higher education policy (partly) outside the public domain both nationally and transnationally.

Despite the “softness” (Kallo, 2009) of the internationalization agenda, it is still linked to strong transnational powers, such as the European Union strategies, the OECD, and other influential policy structures. From the perspective of democratic decision-making, outsourcing of policy making is dubious as the members of the networks and agencies are not elected in a democratic

---

1 Outsourcing of policy has a history in project-based governance, which emerged two to three decades ago. Bureaucracy, institutionalized structures and patterns of governance were avoided by carrying out reforms by implementing short-term projects (Newman et al., 2004). Project-based working was, in a sense, was a pre-season training for networking.
process. The transnational agencies are accountable to their coordinating organizations, which, however, do not have any liability as regards to policy organization with a proper control power. In turn, soft governance or outsourcing of policy provides varied networks in universities, interest groups, politicians and students with wider opportunities to participate in higher education policy. In practice, soft governance does not promote democracy for all, as most of the participants are experts and members of interest groups.

All this has changed the nature of the dynamics of higher education in the Nordic countries. The position of external stakeholders in university governance has been strengthened, and respectively, collegial management has lost some of its foothold. Introducing external stakeholders in university boards and changing the nature of funding may mean that the nature of national steering of higher education changes from state-driven to market-driven, but it is nonetheless national. Although the differences between the Nordic countries have been increasing as regards to higher education policy, changes in the legal position and related consequences are common in all Nordic countries.

3. The cases: Quality assurance and internationalization strategies -- convergences and divergences of international and national policies

In the socio-cultural context of the Nordic countries, the benefits of adopting transnational policies and related patterns are not based on uncontested evidence. Marketization puts pressures on higher education policy, and this necessarily also has unintended and unwanted outcomes. Fragmentation of goals and measures as regards to long-term higher education policy seems to be the inevitable outcome.
This article focusses on two implications of transnational policies -- quality assurance and internationalisation policies -- where external demands, based mostly on market ideologies of increasing the “attractiveness” of the higher education system, have been introduced with apparently transnational incentives but very national implementations.

Globalisation of higher education is related to marketization and competition, decreasing public funding and needs to comply with international standards. The global competition for funding, students, status and success in rankings have been introduced the higher education landscape (Altbach, 2011). Higher education systems are linked to transnational markets of higher education; funding is increasingly - transnationally competed and the mode of organising higher education follows increasingly international patterns. Higher education is increasingly a commodity and it is sold and bought across nation states (Amthor & Metzger, 2011).

Our first case focuses on quality assurance related to the Bologna agreement. With massification of higher education, quality certifications and accreditations are expected to guarantee the sufficient quality of higher education provision for “customers”, as the current market metaphor goes. Assessment agencies increasingly operate internationally in order to provide certifications that make national systems transparent and persuade also foreign students. University rankings provide resources for funding and reputation. Rankings can be seen as a transnational policy discourse, which contributes to convergence in higher education policies (Erkkilä, 2013). Quality accreditation or assessment can neither be ignored as they provide legitimation for higher education systems and institutions, which have economic and status-related effects. Rankings and quality assurance put pressure on convergence, but the consequences of ignoring them are, however, unknown, as sanctions are rare in the Nordic context. Quality assurance demands are complied with in order to avoid negative consequences.

Our second case, deals with the position of language -- particularly English in relation with the national language(s) -- in international student mobility. Increasing the strategic planning related to
internationalization provides for another view into the relationship of national and transnational. In recent years, political demands for increased internationalization (defined as “border crossing activities between national systems of higher education” by Teichler, 2004) have challenged the traditional understanding of higher education as national. Several reforms have during recent years taken place from the point of view of the “international attractiveness” or “competitive edge” of higher education, linking internationalization to the problematics of quality assurance. Simultaneously, internationalization and processes related to it challenge higher education dynamics from a series of viewpoints. Internationalisation, however, has in recent decades been promoted largely in relation to the nation state, as developing the position of national (educational, economic etc.) systems in increasing global competition. (see for instance Enders, 2004). In other words, as Enders puts it, internationalisation may even work as a kind of “icebreaker” for national reforms, as it gives new impetus to national debates on higher education reform.

In this article, internationalisation is analysed from the point of international study, and more precisely English as the lingua franca of international higher education markets. The OECD countries, and particularly the norm-providing “Inner Circle” (Kachru, 1997) English speaking countries Australia, USA and UK still dominate the international study markets (Marginson, 2006), but non-English speaking countries in Europe and Asia increase their supply of English language higher education (Brenn-White & Faethe, 2013). Because of the declining public funding, universities in Nordic countries strive for getting funding from external sources. Exportation of higher education programs is assumed to be a promise for solving the funding crisis, which puts pressures on providing programs in English for commercial and prestige-based purposes. While Anglophone countries dominate the international study market regardless of their high fee policy, this hegemonic position may, however, gradually be changing.

3.1 Quality assurance related to the Bologna agreement in Finland
The Bologna agreement has aimed at the establishment of a common European Higher Education Area. Among other reasons, this was motivated by the aim of reinforcing European resources in the competition with the economic powers of North America and Asia (Amaral & Vega, 2006). The participating states voluntarily committed themselves to the goals in a declaration actually signed outside the European Union institutions. In other words, the European Union does not have any legislative powers in the area of education, but it uses an intergovernmental method of decision-making on education policy.

However, higher education policy (without legislative power) has been motivated by promotion of economy and employment since the Lisbon agreement in 2000. Thus, the strategic goals of competitiveness and knowledge economy have been linked with education policy in Europe. In the Berlin meeting of 2003, the targets related to European Higher Education Area were clarified, as the Berlin Communiqué established quality assurance systems and two-level degree system and recognition of degrees. It was agreed that by 2005, a quality assurance system at institutional, national and European level would have to have been built up.

Haapakorpi (2011) studied the outcomes of quality assurance related to the Bologna goals in Finnish universities. In Haapakorpi & al. (2013), a comparative study was introduced, which focused on the process of quality system assessment in Finnish and Icelandic universities. The aim here is to focus on the case Finland, but comparison with Iceland makes the most important findings in the subject area more visible.

In Finland, the system of audits was implemented in 2005. The implementation followed the goal of European Higher Education Area, and, thus providing possibilities for mobility for students and staff. The FINHEEC (the Finnish Higher Education Evaluation Assessment Council) started the piloting of audits. This development compelled Finnish higher education institutions to establish quality assurance systems. In Iceland, quality assurance was stipulated already in the Act of 1997.
and further enforced in a revised Act in 2006 when accreditation of universities was stipulated in line with the Bologna agreements and based on internationally accepted criteria. A National Qualifications Framework was stipulated and all universities were to apply for accreditation in 2008.

Assessment of higher education quality systems complies with shared guidelines across nation states, as the aim is to increase transparency of higher education institutions for mobility purposes. Thus, standardized methods and criteria are applied, although there are national and local differences in policy and implementation (Serrano-Velarde, 2008).

In both countries, passing the evaluation was important for the university institution. However, there were differences between the countries as regards utilizing opportunities and awareness of the meaning of passing it.

In Iceland, the result of accreditation was clearly recognized and related to the national context. The position and size of Iceland promoted the adopting of an international higher education quality system implementation. Iceland has been dependent on higher education exchanges with other countries, particularly with Northern America and other Nordic countries. Icelandic universities have not been able to provide higher education programs in all disciplines due to the small size of the country, and consequently the students have taken studies abroad. In addition, Icelandic universities have received students from abroad, including Northern American countries, where accreditation is the pattern of quality assessment in higher education. Accreditation as a standardized pattern of quality certification has made the student exchange fluent.

In Finland, in turn, the purpose and the status of the audits were unclear for the university staff in the first audits of 2005; the framework, purpose and utilization opportunities of quality assessment related to the Bologna goals were not recognized. In addition, there were no sanctions for not passing. Quality was indicated in universities by optional international evaluations focusing on research and education until 2005. Unlike Iceland, international student exchange was not
remarkable in Finland, at least until 2005, and the goal of European higher education area was not recognized either.

In both countries, the Bologna-related quality assessment was applied in a way which also promoted national purposes for organizing higher education institutions, such as the purpose of establishing status and position for new higher education institutions. In higher education institutions, the management utilized quality system assessment for managerial purposes. However, the Nordic improvement oriented way of evaluating, which has been typical in Nordic countries (see Danø & Stensaker, 2007), was applied to some degree.

The purpose and idea of the assessment procedure were in conflict with each other to some degree. The standardization related to quality assurance may have caused unintended and unwanted consequences. First, the resources for assessment were limited, which restricts the opportunities for a profound assessment of particular university institutions and across nation states. On the basis of the study, misunderstandings and false conclusions took place in complex multi-disciplinary and large universities. Second, national differences do matter: in Iceland, assessments were carried out in English and as there are various “Englishes”, non-native English speakers from several countries can enter misunderstandings. An indirect unintended outcome may be that university institutions begin to anticipate assessment and act in a way that ensures their passing the audit, which may interfere with consistent university policy. For example, assessments may promote unnecessary homogenization of universities, which may conflict with the goal of differentiation of university profiles. Third, poorly conducted transnational assessments cause crises of evaluation legitimacy. They are expensive and very time consuming and if they do not convince university staff that they are conducted in a highly professional manner, they are more likely to be waste of money (Haapakorpi & al. 2013). In addition, the standardized assessment system may formalize higher education institutions in a way which does not take into account national and local needs.
Quality assurance related to the Bologna goals was implemented on the basis of national needs in Finland, and improvement oriented evaluation, typical for Nordic countries, was applied. However, the utilization and application options were limited as the implementation of the Bologna goals was based on a standardized pattern of quality assessment. The aim was to provide transparent information and assessment on universities across nation states, and to promote student mobility and quality assurance by supplying information on the quality of higher education institutions. However, the outcome did not quite comply with the aim. The standardized assessment pattern does not guarantee equal and similar treatment as national higher education environments and quality agencies are different. Comparative research with Iceland confirmed these findings. The international evaluation organizations (such as ENQA), consisting of experts, contribute to regulating and counselling on assessment, but the variation of universities and national higher education systems cannot adequately be taken into account. On the national level, decision-making on quality assurance is outsourced and not included into discussions and disputes on higher education policy.

3.2 International study market and the position of languages in Finnish higher education

International mobility (of students and staff, both short and long term) is the most visible activity of internationalisation. International mobility is a huge economic commodity for English speaking countries (especially the United Kingdom, United States of America and Australia; Marginson, 2006), but also increasingly for non-English speaking countries (Hughes, 2008) particularly in Europe. Globally, students are flowing towards high-fee charging English speaking countries (see also Marginson, 2006), making internationalization a major global industry. OECD countries alone hosted approximately 1.6 million foreign students in 2001, one third of whom in the USA and an
additional 25 per cent in the UK, Australia, Canada and New Zealand (Marginson, 2006). To combat this “Anglophone asymmetry” (Hughes, 2008), European countries have upped their English language provision by 38 per cent between 2011-2013 (Brenn-White & Faethe, 2013).

Nordic universities are typical examples of non-Anglophone universities that offer increasing numbers of English language teaching at universities and polytechnics. However, internationalisation and processes related to it challenge Nordic higher education not only from the point of view of demands for foreign language (mostly English) teaching at universities and polytechnics, but also from the fundamental perspective of universities and polytechnics as national institutions providing a public service in the national languages in a globalizing world (see Marginson, 2006 for a discussion of the national – global interface in the Australasian context; Välimaa, 2005 for an historical and social dynamics view into Finnish higher education). Here, too, national solutions to international challenges differ even within the Nordic countries.

Firstly, student fee markets in Nordic countries have been designed in different ways in recent years. Denmark and Sweden have introduced study fees for non EU/EEA students (in 2006 and 2011 respectively), whereas Norway and Iceland have not done so. (Nordic Council of Ministers 2013). In both Denmark and Sweden, the number of international applicants decreased significantly after fees were introduced. In both countries, however, the number of applicants started to go up after a period of 1-2 years, although particularly in Denmark, the increase was due to a sharp increase in the numbers of EU/EEA students rather than non-EU/EEA students (Ministry of Education and Culture, 2013).

Finland has an ongoing experimentation with study fees for a restricted number of programmes in 2010-2014, but with rather conflicting results (Weimer, 2012). While 154 degree programmes registered for the experiment, only 41 actually collected fees in 2012, and in most programmes only from very few students (Ministry of Education and Culture, 2013). At the moment -- the experiment is still ongoing as this article is being written in January 2014 -- the future of the experiment seems
difficult; on one hand the participants appear to assume that introducing fees for non EU/EEA students is an inevitable international trend, but on the other hand, there are several open questions that deal with practical issues of organising fee collection as well as more ideological issues of equity (Ministry of Education and Culture, 2013, 25-28).

Secondly, internationalization of cooperation further increases these pressures towards the language of tuition, as English increases its share as a language of tuition, previously dominated by the local Nordic languages. Here, as previous research shows (see issue 216, 2012 of International Journal for the Sociology of Language on language in the internationalisation of Nordic higher education), the Nordic countries have solved the issues of language in higher education in different ways, resulting in different kinds of dynamics. (B Saarinen & Taalas, forthcoming.) Finnish higher education has an explicit national language policy, regulated by the Constitution, Language Act and University Act, which is reflected in higher education as monolingualism (Finnish or Swedish) or bilingualism (Finnish and Swedish) of individual institutions. Additionally, universities were required to draft their own language policies, as mandated in the Council of State Decision on development of education and research for the years 2007-2012.

Internationalization policies are potentially highly language intensive policy areas, but somewhat surprisingly, language is not politically visible in Finnish higher education internationalisation strategies (Saarinen, 2012). The position of English as an Academic Lingua Franca has not been universally questioned in the Nordic countries or very intensively problematized as a language of higher education internationalization.

However, there are differences between Nordic countries. Danish universities mostly rely on an institutional policy of “parallel languages”; i.e. using Danish and English “in relevant contexts” so that, ideally, neither Danish nor English becomes marginalised in Danish universities (Hultgren, 2013). Sweden, in turn, has introduced a new Language Act in 2009, which for the first time defines Swedish as the official language of the country. Finland, as a constitutionally bilingual country,
provides an interesting case, where “foreign” is used euphemistically in the coinage “foreign language programmes” when in fact English is meant, implicitly making English the self-evident language of internationalization. Norway and Iceland have recently introduced legislation which strengthens or safeguards the position of the national language in international settings. In short, Finland is the only Nordic country which has in recent years in fact relaxed its legislation on the use of other than national languages, thus giving in to global pressures within higher education. On the other hand, national interests are promoted in the internationalisation strategies by economic arguments, rather than linguistic ones (see Saarinen & Taalas, forthcoming). In other words - and to put it bluntly - in public policies, Finnish national interests are being promoted in the sphere of economic interests and there in English rather than Finnish (let alone Swedish, which is increasingly becoming the third wheel in Finnish universities, see Rontu & Saarinen, 2013). The nature of “national” appears to be changing from the 19th century understanding of nation states having strong links with national languages particularly in European countries (see Anderson, 1990), to nation state’s higher education policies defined by their economic needs.

It seems that the area where language still is linked with Finnish nation state interests is language legislation, and more precisely, the Constitution, as witnessed most recently by three decisions by the Chancellor of Justice’s office in November 2013, where the complaints dealt specifically with the students’ constitutional right to use Finnish also in English speaking degree programmes. On the other hand, English as an international language is in fact highly hegemonically national in that the international sphere of student mobility favours the traditional, hegemonic standards of English, namely the American, British, Australian, Irish, Anglophone Canadian and New Zealand varieties. Saarinen & Nikula (2013) studied language requirements of Finnish universities and observed that in Finnish higher education, not only the hegemonic “inner circle” (Kachru, 1985) varieties are preferred, but in many cases also students with an English language first cycle degree in English from another European or Nordic country was exempt from
taking an English test before entry in a Finnish university or polytechnic. While this operationalisation of necessary skills is a practical requirement, it also makes language requirements a political, rather than a linguistic requirement, and seems to be indicative of higher education rather than language education policies, as the European countries apparently find each others’ HE systems and language testing more reliable than those structures in, for example, Africa or Asia.

However, while the inner circle varieties from the UK, USA and Australia still continue to have a dominating position in the HE internationalization field, other varieties (both native and non-native) are beginning to challenge this position (see Brenn-White & Faethe 2013). It seems that countries where “expanding circle” (Kachru, 1997) varieties of English (i.e. English not as first or second but foreign language), are not only gaining in market share but also in prestige. This would, in turn, imply a strengthening of smaller (non-English speaking) national systems at the expense of larger and globalised (English speaking) ones.

In conclusion, while it appears that the concepts of national changed its meaning towards a more economic understanding, the question of whether the role of national higher education has diminished or merely changed its nature is more complex.

4. Conclusions

Institutional patterns related to transnationalization put pressures on higher education systems and institutions to converge their activities. Simultaneously, national higher education policies tend to either conform to these policies or diverge into their own directions. Our examples from quality assurance and internationalisation policies show that the effect of transnational policies on national ones is by no means simple and one-directional. Internationalization takes place in an economic,
institutional and political setting, which partially promotes outsourcing of decision-making to non-governmental networks and implementation of hidden, non-democratic patterns. Policy reforms also tend to produce unintended consequences. As quipped by Finnish historian of higher education Marja Jalava (2012), this also seems to be the case in historical perspective: university reforms often tend to result in “something that has not been intended by any of the parties involved”. Dani Rodrik’s observation in respect to the importance and persistence of national institutions applies also for higher education; if nation states are necessary for controlling the global economy, the same appears to be true for higher education (see Saarinen, 2008; Marginson & van der Wende, 2009).

However, while the national level seems to retain its significance, its nature appears to be changing: “national” no longer equals “state driven” or “public” even in Nordic countries. If (national) higher education policy making is outsourced into networks of institutions and individual experts, what does this mean from the point of view of democratic decision making and transparency? How are the members of these networks chosen, as they are usually neither elected by peers, nor act as civil servants in the service of the public sector? Although networks are not permanent institutions, the social bonds between the members are not casual, but constructed on the basis of former networks. Also, the emergence of networks is invisible for outsiders, which makes it difficult to contribute on them. From the perspective of applying all the possible expertise and the means of democratic decision-making at the national level, network-based soft governance is not unproblematic.

International cooperation and collaboration is potentially a great source of beneficial development for higher education systems and patterns. However, a particular consideration is needed when standardization is the aim of the cooperation. Higher education is of primary importance for Nordic welfare societies and the national governance and policy does not only mean democratic affiliation and responsibility, but also opportunities to control the outcomes of policy-making. The current global tendencies are, however, influential, and finding the nationally
meaningful ways to cope with them is a challenge higher education systems will have to tackle from a national perspective.
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